
What do we know about Fp((t))?Franz-Viktor KuhlmannUniversity of Saskathewan, CanadaIn the year 1965 Ax and Kohen generated muh interest in the model theory ofvalued �elds through their proof of a orret version of Artin's Conjeture aboutnon-trivial zeros of forms over the p-adi numbers. Sine then one of the best knownopen problems in model theoreti algebra is whether the elementary theory of the�eld Fp ((t)) of formal Laurent series over the �eld with p elements is deidable.Although this �eld looks so similar to the �eld Qp of p-adi numbers and thetheory of the latter has been shown by Ax, Kohen and Ershov to be deidable,several exellent model theorists tried in vein to solve this problem. But this is notdue to a lak of knowledge in model theory. In ontrast to Qp , the �eld Fp ((t)) isa valued �eld of positive harateristi, and we simp ly do not know enough aboutthe struture of suh valued �elds. For this reason, model theoretial questionshave stimulated new researh in a lassial area of algebra: valuation theory.One way to prove the deidability is to �nd a omplete reursive axiom systemfor the elementary theory of Fp ((t)). A omplete reursive axiom system for Qp iswell known sine the work of Ax, Kohen and Ershov. An adaptation of their axiomsystem to the ase of Fp ((t)) is: "henselian defetless valued �eld of harateristip with value group a Z-group and residue �eld Fp".I showed in 1989 that this axiom system is not omplete (f. [3℄). In positiveharateristi, the existene of additive polynomials lets us formulate elementaryproperties that are independent of the "lassial ones" that we know from Qp . Apolynomial f over an in�nite �eld K is alled additive if f(a + b) = f(a) + f(b)for all a; b in K. If the harateristi of K is 0, then the only additive polynomialsare of the form X with  in K. But if the harateristi is p > 0, then for instane, Xp and the Artin-Shreier-polynomial Xp�X are additive. I will explainthe partiular role that additive polynomials play in valuation theory in positiveharateristi (f. [4℄).Following an idea of Lou van den Dries, attempts have been made to understandthe model theory of valued �elds as valued modules over rings of additive polyno-mials ([5℄), but many questions have remained open. It seems that forgetting aboutmultipliation and replaing it by the appliation of the Frobenius instead does notmake matters easier. In fat, this \redut" may already enode all the problemswe have in dealing with non-perfet valued �elds.In 1998 I developed an elementary axiom sheme whih holds in maximal val-ued �elds of positive harateristi and desribes valuation theoreti properties ofadditive polynomials on suh �elds (f. [3℄). This axiom sheme is independent ofthe above axioms. In 1999, in joint work with Lou van den Dries ([2℄), I developeda partiularly simple version of this axiom sheme for Fp ((t)), using the fat thatthis �eld is loally ompat.Further, I will desribe the tehnial problems that make the elementary theoryof Fp ((t)) so hard to handle, in ontrast to all other theories of valued �elds forwhih a good model theory is known.Here is at least one positive result: Denef and Shoutens showed that if resolu-tion of singularities in positive harateristi holds, then the existential elementarytheory of Fp ((t)) is deidable ([1℄). 1
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